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Association for India's Development (AID) is a volunteer-based 

social movement promoting sustainable, equitable and 

development in India.  AID financially supports several 

grassroots organizations in India and accelerates 

advancement of various interconnected spheres such as 

education, livelihood, judicious use of natural resources 

agriculture, health, child welfare, women's empowerment 

and social justice.  From its inception in 1991, AID currently 

supports almost 120 socially relevant projects.  Today, AID has 

over 5000 supporters and 1000 active volunteers. AID 

currently has 36 chapters across the USA and 45 worldwide. 
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ONE FOR INDIA 

“Ask not what your country can do for you—ask what you can do for your country” – John F. Kennedy 

AID believes Interconnected Solutions are needed for INDIA’s Interconnected Problems.  If we are not 

part of the Solutions, we are part of the Problems.  Each ONE of us like the farmer, the educator, the 

health-worker, the activist, the donor and YOU can be part of the Solutions. 

The ONE for INDIA (OFI) campaign is the annual year-end AID-wide campaign.  The OFI 2017 goal was 

$300,000 and the year-end fund-raising was about $260,000.  We would like to raise $300,000 for OFI 

2018.  Can you please be the ONE who brings about real change in INDIA?  Please donate generously 

at https://aidindia.org/one-for-india/. 

 

https://cincinnati.aidindia.org
https://aidindia.org/one-for-india/
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Lead, Kindly Light 

Like every other child, young Rehema loves to play, go to school,  

learn rhymes and aspires to be a math teacher. She doesn’t want  

to get married before completing school and end up dying during  

child birth like her elder sister Maitri. She is studying at MBBCDS  

residential school and a strong advocate of girl’s rights in her  

community. Rehema is from a village in the remote area of  

W Bengal& Jharkhand border.  

 

Life in this area of semi-arid rocky land offers little to none in terms of  

agriculture, forcing the local community of Santhals, Dalits and OBC  

Muslims to work as daily laborers at local rock quarries, bidi factories or as migrant worker in big cities around 

India. Village after village is empty of adult men, gone as migrant workers, leaving women and children at 

home. Young girls are the worst victims of this situation with 85% married off at a very early age to avoid a 

large dowry and deaths during childbirth are rampant, while the poorer are at risk of being abused and 

trafficked.   Our NGO partner MBBCDS does great at identifying and rescuing these at-risk girls and providing 

food, shelter and education for free. In addition, MBBCDS tirelessly runs advocacy groups on women’s rights 

to bring more awareness among the locals on the need for education and financial independence of girls 

and of the evils of child marriage. The picture shows a rally by the students on Women’s Day, demanding 

that money marked for their dowry be spent on their education instead. 
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Have you thought about the HAND that feeds YOU? 

AID-Cincinnati, in concert with Greater Cincinnati Telangana Association (GCTA), presented a talk on Feb 

22, 2018 entitled "Current Agrarian Crisis, Farmers Rights and Sustainable Agriculture in India”.  The eye-

opening talk tapped into the sweeping expertise and yeoman work done by Dr. Ramanjanayelu (Ramoo). 

 

Dr Ramoo is the Executive Director of 

CSA, Center for Sustainable Agriculture in 

Secunderabad, India. CSA has been 

awarded the Sakshi Excellence Award in 

the farming category for 2016.  CSA is 

closely allied with Kheti Virasat Mission 

(KVM) in Punjab, an NGO that AID-

Cincinnati supports; KVM and CSA 

collaborate in educating farmers about 

sustainable farming practices and creating 

training materials. 

 

Prior to the talk, we viewed the film “Mitti, 

Back to Roots”, a docudrama based on 

real-life incidences and loosely parallels 

the life of Dr. Ramoo. “Mitti” is the story of 

a young agricultural scientist who tries to 

understand the farming crisis and explores alternative paths. The film aims to enable farmers to continue 

farming and feeding all of us. 

After the film screening, there was an animated and engaging discussion among the 40 people who 

attended the event.  The event also featured a dinner provided by GCTA and Ravi’s Hyderabad House. 

The event reminded the audience of how we take our food and farmers for granted and that it takes so 

much blood, sweat, toil and tears from farmers to feed and sustain us.  

https://cincinnati.aidindia.org
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Strengthen ALL Hands 

As a part of our work on human rights, AID advocates rights of transgender/hijra group of marginalized 

section of Indian society. On June 4th, AID Cincinnati hosted, transgender Sumi Das of Maitree Sangha, a 

transgender group in Cooch Behar District, of W. Bengal. In a moving talk we learned about the struggle of 

hijras living in the fringes of big cities and semi-urban areas of India. 

Describing her traumatic early life of taunts and bullying by schoolmates and neighbors for her long hair 

and female voice, she said “I couldn’t take it anymore. I ran away from home at the age of 14 feeling 

suffocated and tired of hiding my identity”. Sumi questioned: “How many of you know that in India poor 

Hijras can’t even get a job of domestic help, or shop assistant due to superstition and stigma, forcing them 

to only livelihoods of begging, singing/dancing and prostitution”. 

AID Cincinnati is proud to be a part of the fund raiser for her documentary on life of marginalized hijras, 

their livelihood and not letting go off their identity despite all odds. She hopes this documentary would 

create awareness among mainstream Indians who are either not aware of this community or may have 

prejudices against them. 
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A cause in one! 

Cincinnati Desi Golfers (CDG) is a group of enthusiastic and socially aware golfers in and around 

Cincinnati. For the last three years CDG has been organizing annual fundraising events with the intention 

of giving back to society. In 2018 CDG decided to dedicate their fundraiser to AID. CDG was keen to 

contribute to a particular cause and decided to support Balya – a project that helps about 80 orphans and 

160 children in Bengaluru and surrounding areas.  

This fundraiser event was organized on September 15th. About 80 golfers played an 18-hole scramble in 

the morning at Kings Island Golf Center in Mason, OH followed by a dinner and entertainment program in 

the evening. This first-time collaboration event with CDG was a remarkable success and more than 

$22,000 was raised with great support from the community and corporations. Part of the proceeds were 

also used to contribute to AID’s Kerala Flood Relief Fund.  
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Harmony 2018 

Harmony events have been presented since 2002 by AID Cincinnati. Harmony 2018 was organized on 

November 3, 2018, featuring leading Indian-America standup comedians, Rajiv Satyal and Krish Mohan.  

Rajiv, a Cincinnati native, performs regularly at the Laugh Factory in Hollywood as well as across the 

world. His “I am Indian” video went viral and has over 50 million views on YouTube!  Dave Chappelle has 

said that Rajiv is, “one of the top two comics to watch”. Krish engaged his audiences while tackling topics 

like immigration adding an optimistic, philosophical & sociological twist!  He has been featured on NPR and 

at several Fringe Festivals; he won the 2018 Pittsburgh Fringe Festival Audience Choice award!  

Both the comedians were spot on the hot-button issue, regularly flirting with jokes that were raucous and 

yet irreverent, cerebral and yet relatable, and with a perspective that's so thoughtful, original, and in its own 

wicked way, respectful that it would be hard to argue that they ever offended. 

Dr. Arun Gadre, Executive Director of SATHI-CEHAT in Pune, India, was the chief guest of the event. He 

is a prolific author of novels and the acclaimed commentary of healthcare in India, “Dissenting Diagnosis”. 

The event was an enormous success and intellectually tantalizing, as highly appreciated by patrons. AID-

Cincinnati raised more than $14,000 from the event.   
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Living a life of service 

Dr. Arun Gadre is presently working as Coordinator (executive director) in SATHI – CEHAT, Pune. His 

areas of work are patients’ rights, Public and private healthcare sector accountability and nutrition rights. 

Currently he is also in the process of building a national network of doctors – Alliance of Doctors for Ethical 

Healthcare (ADEH).  

Dr. Gadre visited Cincinnati in the month of November and was chief guest for Harmony 2018. Dr. Gadre’s 

speech at the event was highly appreciated and highlighted the plight of the healthcare sector in India 

In addition to be a social health activist, Dr. Gadre has published several books on women’s health and is 

also an award-winning Marathi author.  

During his stay in USA, Dr. Gadre also visited AID chapters in Boston and Columbus, OH and had very 

engaging conversations and presented his learnings His work and dialog with him was motivating for all 

AID volunteers and supporters.  
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